Muslims

Are you unhappy with our countries? Are you offended by our culture? Would you prefer to live under sharia law? Then we have a simple solution for you. Get the hell out of our countries, and go back to the monstrous hellholes you came from. You can live under Muslim rule there and enjoy it as much as you like.

We are the defenders of Ireland and we take offence of Muslims in our country. We will defend this country by any means against the expansion of the Muslim faith. We are ready as the true holders of the Irish people's heritage and history to use whatever powers we need to stop you the Muslim people who have no right to be on our island.

We will attack any Muslim man, woman and child that enters any mosque in Ireland and especially if the new larger mosque is built in North Dublin and our children will attack yours in schools. Muslims have no right to remain in Ireland, the Irish people are not happy with your presence in this country which belongs to the true Irish people.

Just because some sad politicians back you being here they have never spoken for the majority of Irish people, all the leaders can shake hands as much as they want but the true fact remains the Irish people do not want you here and we are now tasked to make sure you and your children become aware how little we want you here.

You have never shown any integration in any country and this is evident by huge walls and gates around the mosques. Muslim taxi drivers are being attacked not for money but because they complained about Christian statues at taxi ranks up and down the country.

How dare Muslims complain in this country that is not theirs, how dare you make hospitals remove Christian statues, you tell us in our own country that it is us who needs to do more on integration when it is the Muslim people who are in our country. We will defend our culture at any cost, will defend our Christian faith at any cost and will will attack any Muslim or person we feel is Muslim.

Your time here will now become dangerous and all because you are trying to change us.

Your very presence in our country is destroying our heritage and culture and we are calling on our countries people to attack any Muslim they come across in shops, taxis, at mosques or any other place they come across them. Anyone seen wearing a veil or hijab will be severely dealt with.

Our government are acting dumb to the true intentions of Muslims but many Irish people to which Muslims are not are fully aware of what you are aiming for. This land belongs to the Christian faith and we will not allow you to turn it into a Muslim country.

People who have been made a citizen are not Irish, they haven't paid any part of our history, they were not here in the 1920's, 1916 or events such as the Famine. Our government is intent on forcing Irish people to leave the country and allowing it to be filled by scum such as Muslims but now we are ready to defend our country for the men who died fighting for our freedom, where were any Muslims prior to 1959? They were not here helping us the Irish people, you are hereby warned we will attack all Muslims and if some die we hope you burn in hell.

We know that there is nothing the government or Gardaí can do to stop us no matter how much you go rattling to them, we trusted our government to strengthen our boarders but they failed the Irish people.

Just remember there are more of us and we have more guns than you will ever see. A mosque and Muslims are the devil and a legitimate target and we will attack. We will not allow you to take over areas like you have in the UK, France, Germany.